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About This Game

Dragonward is a retro-inspired arcade game with focus on resource management. It features a simple yet beautiful 4 colors pixel
art and remarkable chiptune music.

You're a newbie traveler on the road to the dragon's nest. Your objective is to slay the dragon, save the realm and, of course,
become The Dragon Slayer!

Gameplay:

Walk a lot;

Fight fearsome monsters;

Live odd events;

Make choices to survive;
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Save money for the lunch, or lose it on a dice game;

Cook on the firepit;

Venture in dangerous dungeons;

Walk more;

Step over deadly traps;

Collect mysterious writings;

Get stronger;

Take rides with experienced people;

Beat the mighty dragon;

It also features an offline score board, so you can compete with the grandpa!
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Love it,But it needs to be a bit more popular so the fight can be funner.. This is a very fun game. The graphics are very nice,
even in the VR games. I like their charater setting, it come with a lot fun. Only thing I don't like this game is: WE DON'T
HAVE ENGOUH PLAYER IN THIS GAME, I WANT COOP-PLAY WITH EVERYONE!!!!!! So I can try the Archer, it
wasn't a nice solo charater, but I wish to play it in coop-play.

I suggest you began with the warrior or gunner. You will have a lot fun with them. The warrior has a magic sheild to knock
enemys to air and shooting magic beam. The sword he has can be charged and shooting sword waves or whatever you wish to
call it. The gunner has two guns, one shot gun and one revolver. The shotgun can knock enemys back.. Fabula Mortis is an
online FPS Arena Shooter. There's a variety of characters with different weapons and abilities to choose from.

While the graphics are very nice thanks to the Unreal Engine, the gameplay itself is standard, boring Unreal FPS. Furthermore,
the game is completely dead. It's multiplayer only and there's no servers.

There are many other, better arena shooters (especially with heavyweights like Epic and Blizzard in the market), so it's
understandable this very mediocre entry hasn't succeeded and is now dead.

Don't buy this because there's no servers.. Yes you can into space

23.11.2018 still haven't made it in to space. I'm working on it though! Give me some more time!

9.02.2019 finally after 3 frickin years i've made it into space and I can recommend this game to everyone. Definitely worth it's
price. SpOoooKy! Love the cut scenes with Neil's reading. The puzzles are kooky in nature and I loved discovering the
characters strange personalities. Lots of cute little effects that made me smile. some replayability with the achievements as well,
but they're awefully tough to get them all.. A good side tactic rpg. The game is rather pacing but has it's tough moments. The
game is a good pick up for those who like Rpg strategy. I found myself entertained and there is quite a bit of scenes so you will
be playing quite a bit to get further into them. 4.8 out of 5 so far.. Honestly? It's not horrible. And, it didn't make me deaf!

10/10 would play for 13 minutes again.. I have followed this game for most of it's developement and it's great to see how far it's
come. I've loved this game since the beginning and with the steam version finally out I can say I love it even more. This is by far
the best evolution simulation out there for the public. It also makes for a fun game to mess around in.

I give this game two, evolutionarily benificial, opposable thumbs up.. I've had this game going on 4 months' now.. I guess the
developers decided they got enough money from the people that wanted to assist them with the stupid game. Graphics are
awesome. Everything else about The Memory of Eldurim is♥♥♥♥♥♥ Don't waste your time, or your money. Borrow it form a
friendly site for a demo if you want to test it out.. it could actually be decent, but it is definitely not worth the $$ as-is.
refund requested after 19mins of gameplay and I completed 2 levels
this is not a fake review and I rarely review games
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yeah its pretty fun. This is a very lazy lazy money soaking release from RSC DTG. They have done very little to address the
issues with the original IHH model. A few new textures, getting rid of the waving fireman and aligning even worse generic
sounds to it then the IHH original including the addition of the very irritating constant high pitch blowing off the safety valve.

The 9f is a iconic loco and deserves a better uninterested shabby re release then this, as for DTG customers, this just shows how
much respect we are actually afforded by the company, "release any ole Sh*te for the weekend" attitude is very much evident
here. No doubt Steam sounds supreme will have to come to the rescue with new decent sound set which might be the saving
grace if you have purchased this already. If you haven't, even at a heavy discount it's very disappointing lazy release. Avoid..
Interesting experience featuring a clever change in protagonist and plot direction. I finished the game in five hours. I did get lost
for a little while until reoriented as the wilderness can be hard to navigate if you leave the beaten path. I got this game with the
Witch-Hunt bundle, (WH is awesome BTW) otherwise I probably would not have acquired Shadows Peak.

Not really an FPS, although it has a few point and shoot moments. Mostly a sci fi-horror story where one location leads to
another to advance the plot. The map is open but there are a couple methods employed to keep the player following the linear
story: which is a good thing because its easy to head the wrong way in the dusky wooded environment. Also, expect to explore a
couple caves along the way.

I don't think there is enough game here to stand on its own, however as part of a bundle I am OK with it.

. RLY RLY NICE PLAYURS BUT IMMA STILL MORE MLG THAN THEY ARE. As evidenced from my play-time (5 hrs
at writing), I haven't had any really truly hardcore sessions of this game. BUT... I heartily recommend it, and I'll explain why.

Long story short, I have a *million* games I'm either playing or would like to play... and I'm largely a RPG man. So, I just really
have never felt compelled to nor been able to put a lot of time into "Mecha Ace". That said, this game RULES -- and the world
and story have ingrained themselves on my mind from the first moment, and have kept me interested no matter what else is
going on, or what my "main game" is. "Mecha Ace" continues to pull me back in, even if only for 15 minutes at a time, and
that's what's so great about it. I could go weeks without touching the game, and I still remember every detail of all my
characters, and what's going on in the world. The writing is just that good -- rich, vivid, and descriptive.

I can safely say that, no matter how long it may take me, I *will* eventually finish this game. Because WOLF LANCE keeps
calling me back (definitely the best lance name, for the record). Because I want to know about that prototype. Because I want to
run the impie bastards off, goddammit!

It's definitely a niche game if ever there was one, with its text-intensive (if rewardingly deep) world "instead" of graphics. But...
if you've read this far into my review .... it's probably up your alley! If you still have reservations, hell, try and catch it on sale.
Either way, if you ever loved reading sci-fi and/or "Choose-Your-Own-Adventure" books as a kid, then you will NOT be
disappointed in this game.
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